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Want a natural and comfortable way to talk to your kids about pornography? This newly revised edition of
the original bestseller makes that challenging conversation easy!The most up-to-day science provides kids
with a lot more powerful arguments against pornography.Featuring easy-to-understand science and simple
analogies, this internationally-acclaimed book engages small children to porn-evidence their have brains. The
5-point CAN DO Strategy™With Good Pictures Bad Pictures, your son or daughter will never be caught off
guard by disturbing videos or peer pressure! teaches kids just what to do to safeguard their young minds
when they find pornography."I am thus grateful for this book! You can even use this book before you begin
the sex talks!" LisaParents won't need to wonder what to say--simply read Good Pictures Bad Images to
your child and move forward confidently! It was a terrific way to speak to my children about pornography
without that awkward, uncomfortable feeling."Let's Talk!Check out these new features in the second
edition." discussion questions by the end of each chapter help kids deepen their understanding so they'll be
even more ready to reject pornography.New Tips for Parents and Caregivers section offers practical advice
for increasing porn-proof kids in the digital age.. Good Pictures Bad Pictures is a read-aloud story about a
dad and mom who describe what pornography is, why it's harmful, and how to reject it.A beautifully

redesigned interior makes it easier and more fun to read!
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If you're thinking about having this discussion with your kids, this book is a great place to start! Highly
recommend!! I've a 15 year older, 9 year aged and a 7 yr aged who all have notebooks, iPads and iPhones..
After learning from a morning hours radio podcast that the common age children are being exposed to porn
for the first time is between 8-11, I noticed the best thing to do was have a discussion. Without this
reserve, I'm not exactly sure where I would've started. Let's encounter it-- it isn't the preferred
conversation you are going to have together with your kids. Therefore it helps to have something to refer
to.I really like the no-shame approach the author needs. I totally enjoy what they are trying to do here,
but it's very judgy morally and I'll not be scanning this to my kids." It gave my children a genuine
understanding about the brain and its organic response to pornography, how it could affect you in the
event that you consider it, and how to be prepared when you do run into it (since, let's encounter it. Not
absolutely all nudity can be porn.. it's gonna happen at some point).When your brain starts searching at
pornography, it starts to make its own sort of medication.Another thing I would like to indicate, is that
even though you haven't had the talk about the "birds & the bees", this book is still for you personally. It
didn't raise any questions about sex, that i could appreciate since we're nearly ready to have that debate
with our younger ones. EASILY want to run into the road, I don’t need to get there immediately. What
my daughter learned from this book: I simply finished reading "Good Pictures Bad Pictures" with my 7-year-

old daughter. At the end of each chapter, she wished to dictate her notes to me and also have me record
them in the book. I thought you might get a kick out of her notes. As you can see, she missed the boat
slightly in some areas, but some of her comments show impressive maturity and comprehension. Also, she is
adorable.“You can’t look at pornography. If you’re viewing your favorite movie, there could be some
pornography in it.Addiction cause you to start lying to your family and friends. And you must not try things
you will be dependent on once. Best reserve out there to talk to your kids about porn For everyone who
bought the initial edition, you will definitely LOVE the second edition.’ Cuz Dippin’ Dots are good.My feeling
mind makes me thirsty and decide what to eat and also rewards me for what I really do right. But if I
start to perform pornography my feeling mind might begin to reward me for this. After you finish
pornography, you stop having the drug that your brain makes. Instead of doing medications or pornography,
do something you like. The more I take advantage of my thinking brain, the stronger it gets. Also if I’m
going to look at pornography, my considering brain says, “No!” If We’m doing my math homework my
thinking brain gets stronger about pornography. Lot's of "don't". The key reason why it generally does not
go there, is because it doesn't go into detail in what is involved in pornagraphic videos- it simply describes
pornography as "photos, videos or actually cartoons of individuals with little if any clothing on". Say I just
got home from “Color Me Mine” and I find the street without stopping to think. Just like go outdoors and
lay on the grass.I learned not to take drugs. Drugs will probably make you get pictures of pornography and
technique people into searching at them even if indeed they don’t want to. I tried it once and it really
helped. If someone offers to show you an image, just consult what it’s about and if it’s a surprise simply
don’t consider it.It says the recommended age group is 8+, but I involved my 7 year old in our discussion
and he completely understood. But if I’m smart enough to not feel rewarded after that my feeling brain
can make me feel bad for looking at pornography. After the drug stops, you are feeling pain. Some
individuals take drugs only to feel better.I learned to attempt to not get addicted to stuff like
pornography or drinking or cigarette smoking or taking yummy pills even if I don’t need them. In the
event that you still experience unhappy USUALLY DO NOT TAKE Medications. Thank you for helping me
secure those I love. Usually do not take drugs. I might get hit by a car, or, more luckily, nearly hit by an

automobile. Drugs can make you lie about whether something is pornography.. It is a remarkable resource
that more obviously explains pornography's damaging effects to the brain, while continuing to emphasize
great respect for individuals, families and our anatomies. I am a therapist to Partners of Porn/Sex
Compulsions/Addictions and Adult Kids of Porn/Sex Compulsion/Addictions. I see and hear on a daily basis



the trauma that compulsive Porn looking at will to a person, his/her family, and the community all together.
This book describes how the brain is influenced by ‘porn use’ in a manner that a good child can
understand.Personally, i sought out this publication for my 6-12 months when he tearfully reported viewing
naked people in a 6 year-previous friend’s mobile phone.Cassie Kingan, MA, PC, CCPS, CCTPProfessional
CounselorCertified Clinical Partner SpecialistCertified Clinical Trauma Professional Such a great resource!
Thankfully Good Pictures/Bad Pictures explained to him in easy terms that he previously seen pornography.
I recommend this publication for parents that are looking to prepare their kids for what they could view
on a mobile phone/video game/notebook at actually the most innocent of ages as my very own 6 year
previous.My clients read Good Pictures Bad Pictures to their children to explain how compulsive porn has
impacted mom, father and/or siblings because kids know there is a problem in the house, but they simply
don’t know what it really is! This reserve gives clients the opportunity to shine light on compulsive porn
make use of in an age appropriate way. Adult clients also find it easier to understand compulsive porn
viewing because of how easy the authors describe addiction in the brain. The most effective lesson that my
son verbalized was that he could opt for his thinking or feeling brain at a age group and he could guard his
own brain. As a mother/grandmother I feel that we parents/grandparents have to maintain ourselves
educated and educated in protecting our children and grandchildren from the pitfalls that may alter their

lives. My son was not in a position to verbalize what he had seen. Please pass this on to parents, spiritual
leaders, and counselors! Thank you so much for heading where so many are afraid to tread! In a global with
easy access to the wrong sort of images and movies this book is a must read.!! What a perfect update to
greatly help facilitate discussions, determine a child's understanding and encourage extra questions. Just
what a gift of prevention the authors have provided us! Essential book to maintain any family library! This
book every family should have to fight this struggle with porn in today's world. I also recommend this
reserve as education for Families of Compulsive Porn Addicts. This reserve is excellent in building knowledge
you should be educated in the fight of porn today. In my opinion, everyone should buy this book. This
author is normally amazing in how she makes the taboo subject matter so easy for you to help to keep our
kids safe. Buy this reserve!!!!! Totally leads to feelings of inadequacy and shame bc we all arrive across porn
at some time.. And using the word "bad".” Review by a Mother/Therapist As a Licensed Professional
Counselor I've extensive trained in the sex addiction field.... I've set up parental settings, but I understand
those only go so far.. I never thought there would be a comfortable method to discuss such an
uncomfortable topic, but this is it! Misses the mark Setting kids up designed for another of shame!I learned
to keep my thinking mind in charge and let my feeling human brain help me know what I wish to do unless
I’m spoiled. It's so much more than just "don't watch or appear at porn. LOVE the 2nd Edition I LOVE
the next Edition of "Good Images Bad Pictures". The book "Good Images, Bad Photos" 2nd Edition is a
good way to have a non creepy dialogue with children about the dangers of pornography. It gives kids the
various tools they require to cope with pornography, if by possibility they happen to see it. I really like the
Let's Talk section by the end of every chapter! It's a great way to solidify the concepts.stop it.! A great
source! I am grateful for this sound, easy to read clinical resource for family members. I'm happy to start
to see the "Let's Talk" questions by the end of each chapter. Excellent resource I intend to read this with
each of my 5 children. Just wait. Absolutely LOVE the second edition! Inform your children before it’s as
well late Great information in a much needed area. And you can joke about things you might be dependent
on like, ‘I’m addicted to Dippin’ Dots. It flows just a bit better than the first edition, and provides extra
scientific reasoning to greatly help kids understand a little better why porn is definitely harmful. LOVE IT!
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